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classification : Bonds and other debt securities denominated in euro

Procedures for determining and allocating distributable sums: 
Allocation of profits:
Units I C and/or D: Accumulation and/or Distribution on decision of the management company.
Units rC: Accumulation.
Units MC: Accumulation.
Units WC: Accumulation.
Units rC2: Accumulation.

Allocation of net realized capital gains:
Units I C and/or D: Accumulation and/or Distribution (in whole or in part) or retained earnings (in whole or in part) on
decision of the management company
Units rC: Accumulation.
Units MC: Accumulation.
Units WC: Accumulation.
Units rC2: Accumulation.

Management objective: the Fund aims to match or outperform the eOnIA index net of management fees, over the
recommended investment period.

Benchmark index: the Fund’s performance is to be compared against the market index: eOnIA.
From 2 October 2019, the current methodology for calculating the euro Overnight Index Average (eOnIA) will be
modified to become the estr plus a spread. the estr reflects the wholesale euro unsecured overnight borrowing costs
of eurozone banks, based entirely on individual transactions. the spread is based on data collected over a period of at
least 12 months and calculated as an adjusted average of 15% of the observations.

Investment strategy: In order to achieve its management objective, the Funds expose their assets primarily to debt
securities on the money market and to bonds or similar products denominated in euro.

Among rate instruments, securities from public and private issuers are accepted. the Fund’s investment strategy has a
dual focus.

1 - the first focus aims to make the most of opportunities that arise on the public and private government bond market.

Bonds and other eligible debt instruments must have the following characteristics at the time of purchase:

- In the case of a rating given by all three major rating agencies (Moody’s, standard&Poor’s and Fitch), at least two of
the agencies must have awarded a rating of BBB- or above, for the long-term rating (standard&Poor’s or equivalent)
or a rating of A-3 or above for the short-term rating (standard&Poor’s rating or equivalent). the rating used will then be
taken as the lower of the two best ratings. It is also understood that none of the three ratings given by the three major
rating agencies (Moody’s, standard&Poor’s and Fitch) can fall below BBB- (standard&Poor’s or equivalent) for the long-
term rating, or A-3 (standard&Poor’s or equivalent) for the short-term rating.

- In the event that only two ratings are available from the three major rating agencies (Moody’s, standard&Poor’s and
Fitch), the rating used will be the lower of the two. this rating must be at least BBB- (standard&Poor’s or equivalent)
for the long- term rating, or at least A-3 (standard&Poor’s or equivalent) for the short-term rating.

Management company AllIAnz GlOBAl InvestOrs GmbH
Bockenheimer landstrasse 42-44, D-60323 Francfort-sur-le-Main, Allemagne

custodian and depository sOCIete GenerAle
29, Boulevard Haussmann - 75009 Paris

Administrative and Accounting sOCIete GenerAle seCUrItIes servICes
Manager by appointment 10, passage de l’Arche - 92034 Paris la Défense Cedex

Auditor KPMG
tour eqho - 2, Avenue Gambetta - 92066 Paris la Défense Cedex 

distributor AllIAnz GlOBAl InvestOrs  
et/ou les sociétés du groupe Allianz
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- In the event that only one rating is available from the three major rating agencies (Moody’s, standard&Poor’s and
Fitch), this rating must be at least BBB- for the long-term rating (standard&Poor’s or equivalent), or at least A-3 for the
short-term rating (standard&Poor’s or equivalent).

If there is no rating for the issue, then the issuer’s rating must be taken into account. the securities chosen are based
around OeCD countries

In order to limit the Fund’s exposure to credit and liquidity risks, the maximum residual life upon acquisition of each debt
security or similar security cannot exceed 3 years for fixed-rate securities and 5 years for variable-rate securities. In
addition, the weighted average life of the portfolio (or WAl), which measures the Fund’s sensitivity to credit risk, cannot
exceed 1.5 years. If the portfolio’s weighted average life is exceeded on occasion, specifically due to a significant
decrease in net assets, then the Management Company will assess the opportunity for the disposal of portfolio securities
with the main assessment criterion being holders’ interest, so as to return the portfolio’s weighted average life below 1.5
years within a reasonable and compatible time with said interest.

2 - the second focus is the taking of directional positions according to the expected movements in key interest rates by
the european Central Bank, and short-term fluctuations of the benchmark. this strategy is reflected in greater or lesser
exposure than the benchmark to the rate market within the authorised sensitivity range [0; +1.5]. the Fund’s exposure
may be adjusted via the use of CDs, and interest-rate swap agreements or derivative instruments listed on interest rates
(futures).

the investment decision is generally made in two stages; the first is a sector strategy to identify the economic sectors to
prioritise or underweight, while attempting to limit the Fund’s exposure to market movements.

the second stage is based on issuer selection. this strategy helps to identify the most attractive securities within each
sector’s universe of securities.

In connection with the strategies developed, the manager may, in exceptional circumstances, use derivatives in addition
to the securities in the portfolio with a total commitment of up to 100% of assets. the use of such instruments falls within
the chosen sensitivity range [0; +1.5].

On a subsidiary basis, the Fund may invest in money market funds in order to provide a return on the liquid funds from
transactions initiated by the Fund manager. these investments will account for less than 10% of the Fund’s net assets.

the investment strategies outlined above are employed according to the recommendations (and the degree of
conviction associated with them) by the managers/specialists at Allianz Global Investors with a view to limiting the Fund’s
exposure to interest-rate risk and credit risk.

the Fund employs an investment process that is based on expertise in terms of sector and geographic allocation (top-
down approach). Once this investment framework has been defined, securities-picking becomes our main investment
focus (bottom- up approach).

1 - Credit strategy: Significant and recurring
a) Choice of securities:

Our choice of securities is based on the dual focus of financial and “socially responsible” criteria. the beyond-financial
analysis of securities, which is sensitive to the environment, to man, to the challenges of sustainable development and
to relations with society allows us to assess the value of a security differently, by identifying the risks and potential
destruction of values facing a given issuer, which cannot be revealed by financial analysis alone.

this strategy helps to identify the most attractive securities within the investment universe split into two homogeneous
categories:

- Issues from private companies
- Issues of secured debt

the manager’s decisions will be based on:
- Intrinsic criteria: Financial analysis of issuers from the investment universe,
- relative criteria: Yield, liquidity, ease of listing with market intermediaries.
- Beyond-financial criteria: Assessment of an issuer specifically by specialist rating agencies such as Innovest, vigeo or

oekom, according to a number of “socially responsible” criteria (Human rights, Corporate Governance, social,
environment).

b) sector strategy

this strategy helps to identify the economic sectors to prioritise or underweight, while attempting to limit the Fund’s
exposure to fluctuations in private sector borrowing. Investment decisions are based on a thorough financial analysis
performed by managers, the team of credit analysts and input from external sources (rating agencies, brokers,
counterparties, etc.).

the economic sectors envisaged are those found in the major classifications:
- Cyclical consumer goods
- non-cyclical consumer goods
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- energy
- Industries
- Basic products

- Healthcare
- Utilities
- Financial services
- technology
- telecommunication

the manager’s decisions will be based on:
- Intrinsic criteria: expectations in terms of economic activity, structural advantages, etc.
- relative criteria: Appraisal of these elements across the various sectors considered.

c) Managing sensitivity to credit risk

every investment made in private sector securities exposes the Fund to the risk of changes in private sector borrowing.

Managing credit sensitivity consists in selecting the maturity of the investments on the credit curve with a view to
minimising the portfolio’s exposure to this risk.

2 - Directional strategy: Significant and recurring
this involves taking directional positions on actual and nominal rates depending on the trend observed on the bond
market. this strategy is reflected in greater or lesser exposure to the actual rates market. the aim is thus to make the most
of any rise in the market and to shelter profits in the event of a downturn.

the trend on the actual rates market is specifically assessed by using monetary and budgetary policies and via
expectations in terms of growth and inflation.

Inflation is obviously an important factor when assessing inflation-linked bonds, since it influences prices through the
coupons paid and the capital paid at maturity. Inflation also influences porting, i.e. the difference between the actual
rate plus inflation realized and the repo rate.

Risk profile: Your money shall be invested primarily in financial instruments selected by the Management Company.
these instruments will be subject to market trends and fluctuations.”
the Fund does not offer any guarantees, and the capital invested may not be fully recouped due to market fluctuations.

the size of these fluctuations can be measured by a single indicator: volatility.
volatility is an indicator allowing a Fund’s average magnitude of performance to be quantified through observation of
its past performance. As such, and as an example, the volatility of a Money Market Portfolio is less than that of a Bond
Portfolio which in turn presents less volatility than an equity Portfolio.
this concept of volatility reflects both the Fund’s upward and downward performance potential. thus, the higher its
volatility, the greater its ability to generate performance, and conversely, the greater its risk of incurring higher losses.
this volatility can be broken down into risk factors. these factors are also sources of added value, in which the portfolio
invests in order to generate performance. Among all the risk factors/added value at their disposal, our management
teams endeavour to manage their risk budget at all times by prioritising sources that are subject to strong convictions.
the main risk factors to which this Fund may be exposed are outlined below.

Short-term Interest-rate risk: Fluctuations in the bond instruments held directly or indirectly in the portfolio correlate to
variations in interest rates. In the event that interest rates rise and the Fund’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates is
positive, then the value of the bond instruments in the portfolio will decrease, and the value of the Fund unit will fall
accordingly.

Credit risk: since the portfolio can invest in bonds issued by a private undertaking or become exposed to same via credit
derivatives, it is subject to fluctuations in line with the risk of each of these issuers. this is the risk that the bond will not be
redeemed on maturity or that a credit event will take place. the greater this risk, the more the value of the bond or the
CDs (in the case of a protection sale) falls. Conversely, the smaller the risk related to an issuer, the more the value of the
bond or CDs (in the case of a protection sale) rises. Credit risk varies according to expectations, maturities and the level
of confidence in each issuer. there are rules in place to ensure that credit risk is not too concentrated on a single issuer.
the yield-curve arbitrage strategy, which consists of positioning the portfolio on one maturity rather than another, is
another component of credit risk. It is also actively managed by our investment teams.

Sector rate risk: Interest-rate markets comprise a very wide universe of securities. Within this universe, the portfolio may
focus at its will on a given market segment, either in line with its universe/benchmark, where appropriate, or based on
the expectations of our management teams. these segments may be linked to countries/geographic regions, issuer
type (government, agency, secured, private company, etc.), or rate type (nominal, actual, variable), etc. some segments
are more volatile than others, and can thus generate more volatility in the portfolio’s performance, while others are
more defensive.
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Risk linked to negative interest rates: the Fund’s liquidities lodged with the Custodian or other banks may be subject
to the application, by the Custodian or other banks, of negative interest rates according to market trends, and specifically
changes in the interest-rate policy of the european Central Bank.these negative interest rates may then have a negative
impact on the net asset value of the Fund.

On an ancillary basis, the fund is also exposed to the following risks:

Counterparty risk: this risk relates to agreements involving forward financial instruments in the event that one of the
contracted counterparties fails to fulfil its commitments (for example: payment, repayment), thus potentially entailing
a fall in the net asset value. Default by a counterparty may result in losses for the relevant Fund. nevertheless, in particular
regarding OtC transactions, such a risk may be significantly reduced by pledging from the counterparty of financial
guarantees in accordance with the management company’s financial guarantees management policy.

Liquidity risk: (risk that a position may not be liquidated in time to obtain a reasonable price).
this risk applies mainly to securities with a low trading volume and for which it is therefore more difficult to find a
buyer/seller at a reasonable price at any given time. It tends to arise during subscriptions/redemptions that are significant
relative to the size of the portfolio.
Given the management and investment strategies it uses, the portfolio is designed for investments in this type of illiquid
securities (small and medium cap shares and/or unlisted shares and/or certain bond issued by private companies as well
as securitised products), which leads to exposure to this type of risk.”

subscribers concerned and standard investor  profile:
the Fund comprises five unit classes. 

r units are aimed at: All subscribers

the risk profile of the Fund makes it suitable for subscription by unitholders seeking exposure to:

- short-term interest rate risk in the euro zone.

I units are aimed at: Corporate and Institutional Investors

the risk profile of the Fund makes it suitable for subscription by unitholders seeking exposure to:

- short-term interest rate risk in the euro zone.

M units are aimed at: Authorized Distributors

Units of “Unit Classes M” may only be acquired with the consent of the Management Company and in addition only by
such distributors which according to regulatory requirements or based on individual fee arrangements with their clients
are not allowed to accept and keep trail commissions. no trail commissions may be paid to any sales partners in relation
to Unit Classes “M”.

the risk profile of the Fund makes it suitable for subscription by unitholders seeking exposure to:
- short-term interest rate risk in the euro zone.

W units are aimed at: Corporate and Institutional Investors

the risk profile of the Fund makes it suitable for subscription by unitholders seeking exposure to:
- short-term interest rate risk in the euro zone.

Minimum recommended investment period: six months

For private individuals, the amount that it is reasonable to invest in this Fund depends on your specific situation. In order
to determine this, you must take into account your personal wealth/assets, your current and future needs as well as your
desire to take risks or, on the contrary, to invest more cautiously. It is also highly recommended to diversify your
investments sufficiently so as not to expose them solely to the risks of this Fund.

Tax regime: the Fund is not subject to corporation tax. However, capital gains or losses are taxable when remitted to
unitholders. the tax regime applicable to these latent or realized capital gains or losses depends on the tax provisions
applicable to the investor’s financial situation; and/or the jurisdiction in which the Fund is invested; if investors are unsure
of their tax situation, they should contact an adviser or other professional.

For more information, the complete prospectus is available from the management company upon request.
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• the net asset value as well as other information about the UCI is available from Allianz Global Investors GmbH, Bockenheimer
landstrasse 42-44, D-60323 Francfort am Main - Germany or Allianz Global Investors, succursale Française, 3 Boulevard des Italiens
75113 Paris Cedex 02 or on the website: www.allianzgi.fr https://fr.allianzgi.com.

• AMF approval date: 25 June 2010.
• UCI creation date: 5 July 2010.
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the first quarter of 2019 started off with a significant drop in volatility on the markets. the main reason for this was
related to the developments and discussions regarding the trade war between the United states and China, which were
directed towards crisis recovery following the meeting between China’s Deputy Prime Minister and the Us secretary of
the treasury in Washington.

At the beginning of the year, monetary policy was also more accommodating than the expectations created in the last
quarter of 2018. Publications from the FOMC clearly eclipsed the expectations of the markets regarding an upcoming
interest rate hike in 2019.  Powell’s message was clear: be “patient” if conditions worsen.

In europe, the latest growth estimates from the european Commission for 2019 were revised downwards to 1.9% in the
eurozone, with a significant slowdown in Germany (1.2%) and a recession in Italy. 

Mario Draghi seemed to have taken this turn of economic trends into account. A potential increase in rates, particularly
in the eCB’s deposit facility rate which stood at -0.40%, seemed highly unlikely for the time being. However, a debate
seemed to be taking hold in europe about the perverseness of maintaining negative rates for too long, though the
outcome of this debate remained far from clear.

the main risks that could affect the market in the coming months remained the same: “hard Brexit or not?”, the China–
Us trade war and elections in europe.

As the first few months of the year progressed, the positive performance of the bond markets persisted throughout
March, supported by the highly accommodating rhetoric and policy of the central banks in europe and the United states
announced at their last meetings.

At its meeting on 7 March, the eCB surprised the market with its highly accommodating tone.

Firstly, the announcement regarding the implementation of tltrO III, a new refinancing operation for banks designed
to support credit, came earlier than expected. secondly, it revised its “forward guidance”, confirming that no rate
increases were planned for 2019. these decisions from the eCB followed significant downward revisions of its growth
forecasts, which were lowered in the eurozone to 1.1% compared to the 1.7% forecast in December.

At the meeting of the FOMC on 19 and 20 March, the Fed also delivered a message that was even more accommodating
than expected, both on the reduction of its balance sheet at the end of the year and, in particular, the forecasts for the
Fed Fund rate. Growth forecasts were revised downwards by the members of the FOMC, foreshadowing a possible
ending of its cycle of tightening that had been ongoing since late 2015. 

In the United Kingdom, after numerous votes and negotiations in the British Parliament, the issue of Brexit remained
shrouded in a dense and perpetual fog. the UK and eU had agreed on an extension of the exit date to 12 April 2019, a
date chosen to allow for the start of arrangements for the european elections, provided that the exit deal was passed
by the British Parliament.

In this context, the 10-year German bond yield veered once again into negative territory, ending up at -0.07% by the
end of March, while the 10-year Us bond yield ended up at +2.40%.  the main money market indicators remained
practically unchanged over the month: the 3-month euribor averaged -0.31%, the 12-month euribor -0.11% and the
eonia -0.37%; excess liquidity in the eurosystem remained very high at over €1,800 billion.

the beginning of the second quarter contrasted with the end of the first, particularly following the publication of
economic indicators confirming the healthy and robust state of the Us market. Uncertainty then began to increase
significantly once again. Within a few days, every sensitive subject had resurfaced, resulting in a drop in rates and equities:
trade war, the slowdown of global growth, the rise of populism and, of course, Brexit, with a new leader stepping in soon
after the resignation of theresa May.

With regard to the Us–China trade war, trump raised customs duties on $200 billion Chinese products to 25% and
attacked the giant Huawei. China promptly retaliated, announcing taxes on $60 billion of Us goods. 

In europe, the elections gave the pro-european parties a slight majority in the Parliament. However, although the populist
parties did not create the tidal wave that had been announced, they did achieve a net increase.

Italian rates continued to decline compared to German ones. the european Commission envisaged taking disciplinary
measures against Italy following the deterioration in the public accounts and debt management.
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In this context, risk aversion drew investors towards non-risky assets, bringing rates down sharply; and 10-year German
bond crossed the -20 bps threshold.

the publication of the economic data confirmed this aversion on the part of investors, and fears of a possible global
recession were amplified.  In this unfavourable economic context, the financial markets responded extremely positively
to the rhetoric of central bankers Draghi and Powell. Indeed, the two main central banks, the Fed and the eCB, showed
a willingness to stay “ahead of the curve”, meaning that they were able to anticipate the economic slowdown and the
remoteness of the prospect of a resurgence of inflation.

On the one hand, Jerome Powell stressed that the Fed would be adopting a “vigilant” position towards the development
of economic indicators, a change from the “prudent” attitude that had been prevalent until then.

On the other hand, Mario Draghi suggested that, in the absence of an improvement in business, new “additional stimulus”
measures would be required.

this change in tone opened the door to potential future interest rate reductions by the Fed and new easing measures
by the eCB in the coming quarters. 

these announcements were well received by the bond markets, which pushed sovereign debt yields down to historically
low levels, particularly in europe with the 10-year French rate in negative figures.

Money market indicators remained relatively stable. excess liquidity on the interbank market remained abundant, with
1.760 trillion at the end of June, and the eonia averaged -0.365% over the period.

In the third quarter, the Us growth figure published for the second quarter was 2.1%. this figure confirmed a slowdown
compared to the first quarter (3.1% in the first quarter). the unemployment rate remained historically low, and household
consumption proved resilient.   

In europe, the economic context was deteriorating and a hard Brexit was looming ever closer, scheduled for 31 October.
Boris Johnson moved to prorogue Parliament until 14 October even as the opposition took steps to draft a law to prevent
a no-deal Brexit. We were therefore waiting for a new proposal on the matter of the backstop, the crucial point with
regard to reaching an agreement with Brussels.

the uncertainty and slowdown led the Fed and the eCB to take new accommodating measures.

For the Fed’s part, the FOMC unsurprisingly lowered its key rate by 25 base points twice (in July and september). In his
speech, Jerome Powell justified these decreases, calling them a stimulus due to the anticipated slowdown in global
growth associated mainly with uncertainty about international trade. In addition, the Fed announced the end of the
reduction of its balance sheet as early as August, two months before the planned date. 

As for the eCB, the new monetary easing programme announced at the July meeting was confirmed in september. this
programme consists of a series of measures considered to be more effective than if the measures were taken individually.
the package included:

- a 10 bps drop in the deposit rate to -0.50%, 

- “tiering” allowing the bill of eurozone banks to be reduced substantially,

- €20 billion in monthly redemptions for an indefinite period,

- 10 bps lower and one year more for tltrOs.

While the President of the eCB said at a press conference that the reintroduction of Qe had been a decision made by
broad consensus, the French, German and Dutch representatives felt the need to make it clear that they had opposed
it. After a brief period of tightening, the 10-year German bond picked up by 15 bps and peripheral bonds by nearly 20
bps.

In the final quarter of the year, an optimistic note allowed the market to perform well.

Hopes of an agreement between the United states and China and the move away from a no-deal Brexit encouraged
investors to take risks again.

the publication of the IsM surveys in the United states acted as a cold shower for the financial markets. In particular, the
IsM manufacturing index fell to 47.8 in september, its lowest level since 2009. the IsM non-manufacturing index also
fell to 52.6, its lowest level in three years.

On 11 October, under the pressure of a worsening of the Us economy, the Us and China signed a partial trade
agreement. China decided to import $40–50 billion in Us agricultural products, while the Us abandoned the hike in
customs duties from 25% to 30% on $250 billion Chinese imports. As for the rest, no agreement was reached on the
transfer of technologies or on intellectual property and the preceding tariff increases are still in place. this agreement,
called “phase 1”, does not appear to have resolved all the problems between the two great nations.
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In the United Kingdom, Prime Minister Boris Johnson was determined to ratify Brexit by 31 October, but was unable to
obtain approval from the British Parliament regarding the deal negotiated with europe in just three days. Following the
refusal of Parliament, Johnson put forward a motion to call an early election for 12 December 2019. the european
Union, for its part, decided to grant an additional extension to the UK until 31 January.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the Fed once again lowered its rates by 25 bps. this was the third decrease in a row, in
an effort to maintain growth in the United states. However, Jerome Powell’s announcements seemed to favour a pause
in the rate-lowering cycle.

In europe, Mario Draghi resigned as President of the eCB after eight years at the top and passed the torch to Christine
lagarde. she will have to face many challenges in europe, including managing the current economic slowdown.

Moreover, as part of the regulation of monetary rates, a new interbank reference interest rate, the €str, was
implemented from 1 October with the intention of gradually replacing the eonia.

In november, the negotiations between China and the United states were the guiding force behind the markets
throughout the month. the two countries were initially “close” to an agreement, then tensions resurfaced as a result of
Us support for the protesters in Hong Kong.

As for the Fed, the report on the minutes of the FOMC confirmed a break in the rate-lowering policy. the policy was set
to remain accommodating and, should the economic situation deteriorate, the implementation of some unconventional
measures was discussed (new quantitative easing programme, forward guidance policy, etc.).

With regard to the eurozone, the eCB pursued its purchases under its corporate sector purchase programme (CsPP), at
a rate of €20 billion per month. 

regarding the publication of economic data, economic activity slowed down and the publication of a composite PMI
index of close to 50 indicated a stalling of economic growth in the eurozone.

the end of the year was marked by more positive news on the political issues that had marked 2019, dispelling some of
the uncertainty.

First of all, the announcement that phase 1 of a trade agreement between China and the United states had been signed
meant that an end to the trade war was in sight. next, the victory and absolute majority of the Conservatives in the
United Kingdom paved the way for the country to actually leave the european Union at the end of January 2020.

With regard to monetary policy, the meetings of the Fed and eCB allowed the central banks to maintain their status quo. 

It should be noted, however, that the positions adopted by both banks in 2019 had been very accommodating, with
three decreases by the Fed and the reintroduction of quantitative easing by the eCB.

On the short-term credit market, interest rates and risk premiums remained at very low levels. excess liquidity was still
very high at €1,712 billion. euribor 3 months and €str were -0.395% and -0.542% respectively.

On the interbank market, excess liquidity remained high at €1,760 billion at the end of november. However, the end of
the year remained a sensitive period and this excess did not guarantee stable markets in the event of significant
repurchases (monetary or bond UCIts) requiring mandatory sales. the eonia averaged 0.452% over the period.

Investment policy
With respect to investment policy, the past year has seen the Fund’s assets remaining stable compared to the end of the
previous year, at €2.120 billion at the end of December. It should be noted that assets peaked during July at €2.6 billion.

In terms of performance, the Fund outperformed its benchmark index, the capitalised eonia, by 51 basis points. During
the period, the index delivered a yield of -0.40%.

From the beginning of the year, the Us Federal reserve set the tone by indicating that it intended to pause its rate hikes
in 2019, given the level of uncertainty weighing on the Us and global economy. Although three rate hikes were expected
by the markets over the year, the reverse actually occurred: namely, three reductions in the rate of Fed Funds. And that
was what was needed for all the markets to perform throughout the year.

none of the threats hanging over the global economy, such as the trade tariff war, Brexit or geopolitical friction, impacted
the positive performance of the financial markets.

Credit premiums only went one way; tightening and volatility were almost non-existent.

the Fund is traditionally defensive to prevent violent volatile movements. the average term measuring the credit risk
moved between 0.72 and 0.88 year, ending 2019 at 0.815 year.

With regard to the duration of the Fund, i.e. its exposure to interest rate risk, after a certain degree of stability at around
the 60 day mark it gradually began to rise from August, and ended up hovering between 90 and 100 days. the
expectations of a decrease in the eCB’s key rates became increasingly widespread, and it was the time was right to
increase that indicator. the drop in rates took effect from December.
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Most of the performance took place over the course of the first half of the year, with the Fund benefiting from the
tightening of risk premiums.

the credit spread then stabilised at relatively low levels, not helped by the negative interest rates, and the negative
carry trade generated gradually eroded away performance. However, the fund ended the year in positive territory. 

In sectoral terms, banking issuers and financial institutions were once again our preferred sector throughout the year.
they represent the majority of our investments in bonds in the Fund, but we have been highly selective in our choice of
investments. nevertheless, the scarcity of bond issues in our investment universe that has persisted through this year, as
well as the importance of cash, has led us to maintain a sizable portion of our investments in marketable debt securities,
through euro commercial papers, represented exclusively by corporates in the portfolio.  

As at 31 December 2019, the net asset value of I units in the AllIAnz eUrO OBlIG Ct srI Fund was €10,514.71,
representing a flat annual performance of 0.11% (net), compared to -0.40% with respect to the capitalised eonia, the
benchmark index. 

the performance achieved over the period is no indicator of future results of the UCI.

AddITIONAL INFORMATION

Exercise of voting rights:
Allianz Global Investors GmbH (on behalf of the Fund or the investment company) exercises voting rights attached to
the securities of the main european companies held by the Fund in the exclusive interest of unitholders, in accordance
with article l 533-22 of the French Monetary and Financial Code.

to that end, it can get assistance from Allianz Global Investors GmbH, which uses the services of the specialised consultant
Iss for the analysis and exercise of voting rights at the shareholders’ meetings of companies. Allianz Global Investors’
voting policy is formulated each year by the Corporate Governance Committee at Allianz Global Investors and its team
of esG analysts. It enables Iss to examine resolution texts and to determine the position of the management company.
these voting recommendations are then reviewed by the esG teams of Allianz Global Investors GmbH before votes are
actually cast.

the document entitled Principle on voting rights, as well as the report on the exercise of voting rights, which reports
on the conditions under which it exercises the voting rights attached to the securities held by the UCIts that it manages,
and the information about voting on each resolution can, in accordance with the General regulations of the AMF, be
consulted either at https://fr.allianzgi.com or at its head office located at 3 boulevard des Italiens, in the 2nd arrondis -
sement of Paris.

Transfer fee allocation criteria:
For every transaction on shares, bonds, nDs and Funds, a flat fee, based on the type of transaction, is deducted by the
depositary. Where applicable, it covers intermediaries’ brokerage costs..

selection and evaluation of intermediaries and counterparties:
In order to obtain the best possible results for its clients, Allianz Global Investors GmbH complies with applicable
regulation on the selection of intermediaries (best-selection obligation) and the execution of orders (best-execution
obligation).
Allianz Global Investors GmbH implements an intermediary-selection policy that sets out the criteria adopted for selecting
intermediaries. this policy is available on Allianz Global Investors GmbH’s website at www.allianzgi.com or upon request
from the head office located at 3 boulevard des Italiens, in the 2nd arrondissement of Paris. Allianz Global Investors
GmbH selects intermediaries that can deliver the best results in the execution of transactions, based on the price and costs
of execution of the transaction; speed of the transaction; probability of execution and settlement; size and nature of the
order; or any suitable criterion. the Intermediary selection Committee assesses each intermediary’s performance on a
half-yearly basis and adapts the list of intermediaries accordingly.

shared fees:
Pursuant to the General regulations of the Financial Markets Authority and as part of the equity trading carried out in
2018, Allianz Global Investors GmbH used the services of intermediaries to help it with investment decisions and the
execution of orders, in particular through financial analysis.

Allianz Global Investors GmbH signed agreements in line with said regulations with the following intermediaries: 

the report on brokerage fees is available at https://fr.allianzgi.com.
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A table listing the financial instruments managed by the Management Company or a related company can be found
in the “Other Information” table in the Fund’s annual financial statements.

statement of environmental, social and governance quality criteria (EsG):
Allianz Global Investors is a signatory of the AFG-FIr transparency Code for the Fund AllIAnz eUrO OBlIG COUrt
terMe Isr. In accordance with the AFG–FIr transparency Code of Allianz Global Investors and with the statements
made in this prospectus,
- Allianz Global Investors has no sector or thematic exclusion policy in the context of its open-ended fund management,

except for companies involved in cluster bombs and anti-personnel mines, as defined by the Oslo and Ottawa
conventions.

- in the context of its investment policy, Allianz Global Investors simultaneously takes into account the following
environmental, social and governance quality (esG) criteria: social policy, respect for human rights, market conduct,
governance and environmental policy.
Detailed information can be found in the Allianz Global Investors AFG - FIr transparency Code (updated in november
2019), which can be accessed: https://fr.allianzgi.com/fr-fr/notre-groupe/notre-approche-isr-et-esg

calculation of the Fund’s commitment to forward financial instruments:
the method of calculating commitment, as defined by the general regulations of the AMF, is used to calculate the overall
risk.

Remuneration:
At Allianz Global Investors, we consider that competitive salaries, a strong commitment to employees, and career
opportunities which are both stimulating and rewarding, are essential for attracting, motivating and retaining the most
talented staff with a vested interest in the long term success of our clients and our company. We pay particular attention
to remunerating them properly in order to achieve our ambition of becoming a trusted investment partner for our clients.
We recognise the importance of an attractive remuneration package, in terms both of salary and other benefits, and pay
our employees on the basis of clear guidelines which are regularly reviewed in light of market practices and local
regulations.

Financial remuneration consists primarily of a basic salary, which generally takes into account the skills, responsibilities
and experience associated with each post, and an annual variable remuneration component. the variable component
is generally a cash bonus paid at the end of the employee’s assessment year, as well as a deferred component for all
staff members whose variable remuneration exceeds a certain threshold. the remuneration is genuinely variable, in the
sense that the amount of the remuneration may be more or less than the amount paid in the previous year depending
on the performance achieved by the employee, the team and the company.

the level of remuneration paid depends on quantitative and qualitative performance indicators. the quantitative
indicators are based on measurable objectives, while the qualitative indicators take into account actions which reflect
our fundamental values, namely excellence, passion, integrity and respect. A comprehensive assessment forms part of
these qualitative criteria for all employees.

For investment professions whose decisions are key in obtaining concrete results for our customers, quantitative indicators
taking account of long-term investments for portfolio managers in particular, the quantitative element includes the
reference index for customer portfolios that they generate or the declared target of customers in terms of yield measured
over periods of one year to three years.

For professionals who have contact with the clients, the objectives include client satisfaction, measured independently.

Another way of linking individual performance to the creation of long-term value for our clients and shareholders consists
of deferring for a period of three years a substantial portion of the annual variable remuneration of employees who meet
the necessary conditions.

the levels of deferral rise according to the amount of the variable remuneration. Half of the deferred amount is linked
to the company’s performance, while the other half is invested in the funds which we manage. Investment professionals
should invest in funds which they manage and support, while continuing to align their interests with those of our clients.
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sFTR :
During the financial year, the Fund has not been subject to operations relating to sFtr regulations.

Total number
of employees Of which

Number of employees:
31/12/2019

1,707 risk-takers managers control
functions

other risk-takers receiving an
identical
income

Fixed remuneration 163,646,905 8,839,907 1,718,951 488,352 1,294,426 5,338,178

Variable remuneration 122,615,429 23,341,018 3,821,074 420,897 4,708,477 14,390,570

Total 286,262,334 32,180,925 5,540,025 909,249 6,002,903 19,728,748
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a) Exposure obtained through efficient portfolio management techniques and derivatives

• exposure obtained through efficient management techniques: -

- securities lending: -

- securities borrowing: -

- reverse repurchase agreements: -

- repurchase agreements: -

• Underlying exposure achieved through derivative financial instruments: 60 000 000,00

- Currency futures: -

- Future : -

- Options : -

- swap : 60 000 000,00

b) Identity of the counterparty or counterparties to efficient portfolio management techniques and derivatives

Efficient management techniques

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(*) except for listed derivatives.

derivative financial instruments (*)

BAnK OF AMerICA

CItIGrOUP

CreDIt sUIsse

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Efficient portfolio management techniques and derivatives
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c) Financial collateral/guarantees received by the Fund to reduce counterparty risk

Instrument types Amount in currency in portfolio

effective management techniques

- term deposits -

- equities -

- Bonds -

- UCIts -

- Cash (**) -

Total -

(**) the Cash account also includes cash from repurchase agreements.

d) Operating income and expenses relating to efficient management techniques

Operating income and expenses Amount in currency in portfolio

- Income (***) -

- Other Income -

Total income -

(***) Income received on loans and reverse repurchase agreements.

derivative financial instruments

- term deposits -

- equities -

- Bonds -

- UCIts -

- Cash (**) -

Total -

- Direct operational costs -

- Indirect operational costs -

- Other costs -

Total costs -
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This is a translation into English of the statutory auditors� report on the financial statements of the Fund 
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This statutory auditors� report includes information required by European regulation and French law, such 
as information about the appointment of the statutory auditors or verification of the management report and 
other documents provided to shareholders. 
This report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and 
professional auditing standards applicable in France. 

 
Fonds Commun de Placement 
ALLIANZ EURO OBLIG COURT TERME ISR 
 
3, boulevard des italiens - 75002 
 
Statutory auditor�s report on the financial statements 
Year ended 31 December 2019 
(free translation of a French language original)                   

 

To shareholders,   

Opinion 

In compliance with the engagement entrusted to us by the board of directors of the Fund�s 
management company, we have audited the accompanying financial statements of ALLIANZ 
EURO OBLIG COURT TERME ISR for the year ended 31 December 2019. 

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities and 
of the financial position of the Fund as at 31 December 2019 and of the results of its operations 
for the year then ended in accordance with French accounting principles. 

Basis for Opinion  

Audit Framework 

We conducted our audit in accordance with professional standards applicable in France. We 
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion. 

Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Statutory Auditor�s 
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. 

Independence 

We conducted our audit engagement in compliance with independence rules applicable to us, 
for the period from the 1st January 2019 to the date of our report and specifically we did not 
provide any prohibited non-audit services referred to the French Code of ethics (code de 
dØontologie) for statutory auditors. 
  

Auditor's report
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Fonds Commun de Placement 
ALLIANZ EURO OBLIG COURT TERME ISR 

Statutory auditor�s report on the financial statements 
Year ended 31 December 2019 

(free translation of a French language original)  
30 April 2020 

 

Justification of Assessments  

In accordance with the requirements of Articles L.823-9 and R.823-7 of the French Commercial 
Code (code de commerce) relating to the justification of our assessments, we inform you that 
the most significant assessments we made, in our professional judgment, concern the 
appropriateness of the accounting principles applied, in particular with regards to the financial 
instruments in the portfolio, and the overall presentation of the financial statements, in 
accordance with the accounting for collective investments with variable capital. 

These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, 
and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on specific items 
of the financial statements. 

Verification of the Management Report of the Fund�s management company 

We have also performed, in accordance with professional standards applicable in France, the 
specific verifications required by French law.  

We have no matters to report as to the fair presentation and the consistency with the financial 
statements of the information given in the management report of the Fund�s management 
company. 

Responsibilities of the Management Company for the Financial Statements 

The management company is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial statements in accordance with French accounting principles and for such internal 
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, the management company is responsible for assessing 
the Fund�s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless it is expected to liquidate 
the Fund or to cease operations.  

The management company is responsible for monitoring the financial reporting process and the 
effectiveness of internal control and risks management systems and where applicable, its 
internal audit, regarding the accounting and financial reporting procedures. 

The financial statements were approved by the management company. 

Statutory Auditor�s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements  

Our role is to issue a report on the financial statements. Our objective is to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material 
misstatement. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that 
an audit conducted in accordance with professional standards will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the 
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

As specified in Article L.823-10-1 of the French Commercial Code (code de commerce), our 
statutory audit does not include assurance on the viability of the Fund or the quality of 
management of the affairs of the Fund. 
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Fonds Commun de Placement 
ALLIANZ EURO OBLIG COURT TERME ISR 

Statutory auditor�s report on the financial statements 
Year ended 31 December 2019 

(free translation of a French language original)  
30 April 2020 

 

As part of an audit conducted in accordance with professional standards applicable in France, 
the statutory auditor exercises professional judgment throughout the audit and furthermore:  

• Identifies and assesses the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 
whether due to fraud or error, designs and performs audit procedures responsive to those 
risks, and obtains audit evidence considered to be sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for his opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud 
is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.  

• Obtains an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the internal control.  

• Evaluates the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the management company in the 
financial statements.  

• Assesses the appropriateness of the management company�s use of the going concern 
basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material 
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the 
Fund�s ability to continue as a going concern. This assessment is based on the audit 
evidence obtained up to the date of his audit report. However, future events or conditions 
may cause the Fund to cease to continue as a going concern. If the statutory auditor 
concludes that a material uncertainty exists, there is a requirement to draw attention in the 
audit report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are 
not provided or inadequate, to modify the opinion expressed therein.  

• Evaluates the overall presentation of the financial statements and assesses whether these 
statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair 
presentation.  

  

Paris La DØfense, on the 30 avril 2020  

The statutory auditor 

French original signed by  

Isabelle BousquiØ 

Partner 
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Currency eUr eUr

Net assets - -

Deposits - -

Financial instruments 1,821,792,695.53 1,539,770,302.29

• Equities and similar securities

traded on a regulated or similar market - -

not traded on a regulated or similar market - -

• Bonds and similar securities

traded on a regulated or similar market 1,336,723,722.78 1,170,560,182.15

not traded on a regulated or similar market - -

• Debt securities

traded on a regulated or similar market

Negotiable debt securities 135,093,195.56 36,004,300.08

Other debt securities - -

not traded on a regulated or similar market 162,112,289.98 125,527,277.68

• Mutual funds

UCIts and general purpose AIF for non-professionals and 
equivalents in other countries

- 207,532,102.70

Other funds for non-professionals and equivalents in other
european Union Member states

- -

Professional general purpose funds and equivalents in other 
european Union Member states and listed securitization bodies

- -

Other Professional Investment Funds and equivalents in other
european Union Member states and unlisted securitization bodies

187,398,405.82 -

Other non-european organisations - -

• Temporary purchases and sales of securities

receivables representing financial repurchase agreements - -

receivables representing financial securities lendings - -

Borrowed financial securities - -

repurchase financial agreements - -

Other temporary purchases and sales - -

• Financial contracts

transactions on a regulated or similar market 244,225.56 -

Other transactions 220,855.83 147,439.68

• Other financial instruments - -

Receivables 148,596.68 27,486.67

Foreign exchange forward contracts - -

Other 148,596.68 27,486.67

Financial accounts 300,173,430.70 586,969,699.01

Cash and cash equivalents 300,173,430.70 586,969,699.01

Other assets - -

Total assets 2,122,114,722.91 2,126,767,487.97

31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Balance sheet assets
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Currency eUr eUr

Equity

• Capital 2,126,117,188.49 2,129,601,488.81

• Previous undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

• retained earnings - -

• net capital gains and losses for the financial year -14,347,421.17 -13,752,746.25

• result 9,380,250.50 5,692,710.99

Total equity
(amount representing net assets) 2,121,150,017.82 2,121,541,453.55

Financial instruments 244,225.56 -

• Disposals of financial instruments - -

• Temporary purchases and sales of financial securities

Debts representing financial repurchase agreements - -

Debts representing financial securities borrowings - -

Other temporary purchases and sales - -

• Financial contracts
transactions on a regulated or similar market - -

Other transactions 244,225.56 -

Debts 717,907.97 5,226,034.42

Foreign exchange forward contracts - -

Others 717,907.97 5,226,034.42

Financial accounts 2,571.56 -

Cash credit 2,571.56 -

Borrowings - -

Total liabilities 2,122,114,722.91 2,126,767,487.97

Balance sheet liabilities
31.12.201831.12.2019
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Currency eUr eUr

Hedging
• Commitments on regulated or similar markets

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives - -

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

• OtC commitments

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives - -

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

• Other commitments

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives - -

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

Other transactions
• Commitments on regulated or similar markets

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives - -

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

• OtC commitments

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives 60,000,000.00 45,000,000.00

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

• Other commitments

- Futures market (Futures) - -

- Options market (Options) - -

- Credit derivatives - -

- swaps - -

- Contracts for Differences (CFD) - -

31.12.201831.12.2019

Off-balance sheet
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Currency eUr eUr

Income from financial transactions

• Income from financial transactions 91.19 979.86

• Income from equities and similar securities - -

• Income from bonds and similar securities 14,425,834.68 14,245,865.76

• Income from debt securities 3,909.30 15,780.30

• Income from temporary purchases and disposals of financial securities - -

• Income from financial contracts - -

• Other financial income - -

Total (I) 14,429,835.17 14,262,625.92

Expenses on financial transactions

• expenses on temporary purchases and disposals of financial securities - -

• expenses on financial contracts - -

• expenses on financial debt -1,075,044.71 1,042,547.46

• Other financial expenses - -

Total (II) -1,075,044.71 -1,042,547.46

Profit/loss on financial transactions (I - II) 13,354,790.46 13,220,078.46

Other income (III) - -

Management fees and depreciation expense (Iv) -3,985,383.37 -5,947,369.87

Net income for the period (L.214-9-17-1) (I - II + III - IV) 9,369,407.09 7,272,708.59

Income adjustments for the period (v) 10,843.41 -1,579,997.60

Interim payments in terms of the period (vI) - -

Income (I - II + III - IV +/- V - VI): 9,380,250.50 5,692,710.99

Income statement
31.12.2019 31.12.2018
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Accounting rules and methods
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the annual accounts are presented in the format laid out in regulation AnC 2014-01, repealing regulation CrC 2003-
02 as amended.

AssET VALUATION RULEs
Valuation methods
the calculation of the net asset value is made taking into account the valuation methods specified below.

Financial instruments and forward financial instruments traded on a regulated market
Debt securities and money market instruments

Bonds and assimilated securities traded on a French or foreign regulated market are valued on the basis of the day’s
closing price or the last known price, regardless of the listing place.

some bonds may be valued using the prices provided daily by active contributors on this market (listed on the Bloomberg
site), providing a valuation closer to the market.

Debt securities are valued at their current value.

When there are no significant transactions, an actuarial method is used by applying the issue rate of equivalent securities
assorted with the risk margin linked to the issuer. the reference rates are the following:

- Debt securities of more than one year: rate for French government treasury notes (BtAn)
- Debt securities of less than one year: eUrIBOr rate

Marketable debt securities with an issue period of three months or less are valued by averaging, on a straight-line basis
over the residual term, the difference between the purchase price and redemption price. In accordance with the principle
of prudence, these valuations are adjusted according to the issuer risk.

Marketable debt securities with an issue period of more than three months but with a residual maturity of less than three
months are valued by averaging, on a straight-line basis over the residual term, the difference between the last known
current price and the redemption price. In accordance with the principle of prudence, these valuations are adjusted
according to the issuer risk.

Fund units or investment funds

Fund units or investments funds traded on a regulated market are valued on the basis of the day’s closing price or at the
last known price.

Forward financial instruments and derivative instruments

Firm forward contracts are valued at the day’s settlement price.

Conditional forward contracts are valued at the day’s settlement price.

Financial instruments and derivatives whose price has not been determined

Financial instruments whose prices have not been determined on the valuation day or whose prices have been adjusted
are valued at their probable trading price under the responsibility of the management company.

these valuations and their justification are notified to the statutory auditor for auditing purposes.

Financial instruments and forward financial instruments not traded on a regulated market
Debt securities and money market instruments

Debt securities are valued at their current value.

Fund units or shares or investment funds

Fund units or shares or investment funds are valued on the basis of the last known net asset value.

Forward financial instruments and derivatives

Interest rate and/or currency swaps
swaps are valued at their current value by discounting future flows unless, in the absence of any specific sensitivity to
market risks, the swaps have a residual maturity of less than or equal to three months. In accordance with the principle
of prudence, these valuations are adjusted according to the counterparty risk.
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Secured swap contracts
the financial instrument and the associated interest rate and/or currency swap, comprising the secured swap, are subject
to an overall evaluation.

Dividend or performance swaps
swaps are valued at their current value, excluding any termination fees, using financial models: intrinsic mathematical
value or other models using calculations or parameters taking anticipation into account.

Currency futures

receivables for the forward purchases of currencies and liabilities for the forward sales of currencies are valued at the
forward rate on the valuation date.

Credit derivatives

Credit default swaps (CDs) are valued at their current value. In accordance with the principle of prudence, these
valuations are adjusted according to the counterparty risk.

Temporary acquisitions and sales of  securities
securities lending

receivables representing the loaned securities are valued at the market value of the securities concerned, plus any loan
fees calculated on a pro rata basis.

Borrowed securities

Borrowed securities, and the debt representing these borrowed securities, are valued at the market value of the securities
concerned plus, in terms of the debt, any borrowing fees calculated on a pro rata basis.

reverse repurchase agreements delivered

receivables representing securities received under repurchase agreements are valued at their contractual amount, plus
any payment receivable calculated on a pro rata basis.

Fixed-rate reverse repurchase agreements, not able to be cancelled at any time without cost or penalties for the Fund,
with a maturity of more than three months, are valued at the current value of the contract.

repurchase agreements delivered

securities transferred under repurchase agreements are valued at their market value, and the debt representing these
securities is valued based on their contractual amount, plus any fees payable calculated on a pro rata basis.

For fixed-rate repurchase agreements, not able to be cancelled at any time without cost or penalties for the Fund, with
a maturity of more than three months, their representative debt is valued at the current value of the contract.

Deposits and Loans
term deposits

term deposits are valued at their contractual value, calculated according to the conditions set out in the contract. In
accordance with the principle of prudence, the valuation is adjusted for counterparty default risk.

Cash borrowings

Cash borrowings are valued at their contractual value, calculated on the basis of the terms and conditions stated in the
contract.

Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies
the reference currency for accounting purposes is the euro.

Assets and liabilities denominated in a currency other than the accounting reference currency are valued at the exchange
rate in Paris on the day.

Valuation methods for off-balance sheet commitments
the commitment value of the fixed-term contracts is equal to the price (in the UCI currency) multiplied by the number
of contracts multiplied by the nominal.

the commitment value for conditional operations is equal to the price of the underlying security (in the UCI currency)
multiplied by the number of contracts multiplied by the delta multiplied by the underlying nominal.

the commitment value for swap contracts is equal to the nominal amount of the contract (in the UCI currency). 

Accounting procedures
recognition of deposit products and fixed income financial instruments: Posted in the income statement when collected.

Posting of financial instrument acquisition and disposal costs: portfolio transactions are posted at the acquisition or
disposal price excluding costs.
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Fees invoiced to the Fund:
With the exception of intermediary costs, the fees cover all costs invoiced to the Fund:

- the financial management fees specific to the management company;
- the administrative costs external to the management company;
- the maximum indirect costs (commissions and management fees).

In addition to these fees, there may be:
- performance fees. these reward the Management Company when the Fund exceeds its objectives;
- transfer fees;
- fees linked to temporary purchases and sales of securities.

For more details on ongoing charges, please refer to KIID (if need be) or annual report.

* The Fund invests less than 20 % in other Funds.

Indication of accounting modifications subject to the specific information of unitholders
Changes made: none.
Future changes: none.

Indication of other modifications subject to the specific information of unitholders (Not certified by the statutory auditor)
Changes made: none.
Future changes: none.

Indication and justification of estimate changes and implementation rules
none.

Indication of the nature of errors corrected during the financial year
none.

Indication of the rights and conditions attached to each unit class
Allocation of profits:
Units I C and/or D: Accumulation and/or Distribution on decision of the management company.
Units rC: Accumulation.
Units MC: Accumulation.
Units WC: Accumulation.
Units rC2: Accumulation.

Allocation of net realized capital gains:
Units I C and/or D: Accumulation and/or Distribution (in whole or in part) or retained earnings (in whole or in part) on
decision of the management company
Units rC: Accumulation.
Units MC: Accumulation.
Units WC: Accumulation.
Units rC2: Accumulation.

Fees charged to the Fund Basis Taux, barème

Management fees and administrative
fees external to the Management
Company

net assets Unit r: maximum rate 0,70% including tax
Unit I: maximum rate 0,40% including tax
Unit M: maximum rate 0,47% including tax
Unit WC: maximum rate 0,20% including tax
Unit rC2: maximum rate 0,22% including tax

Maximum indirect fees 
(fees and management fees)

net assets not significant*

service providers charging transfer fees:
the custodian

Charge on each
transaction

n/A

Performance fees net assets n/A
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Currency eUr eUr

Net assets at the beginning of the period 2,121,541,453.55 2,735,485,851.90

subscriptions (including the subscription fee
allocated to the UCIt)

2,964,351,057.47 3,634,968,768.58

redemptions (with deduction of the redemption fee
allocated to the UCIt)

-2,966,588,055.25 -4,230,273,287.54

Capital gains on deposits and financial instruments 538,849.08 537,456.83

Capital losses on deposits and financial instruments -15,385,312.58 -17,836,700.51

Capital gains on financial contracts - 79,339.00

Capital losses on financial contracts -30,918.14 -188,060.00

transaction fees -8,899.40 -9,824.89

Foreign exchange differences - -

Changes in the estimate difference in deposits
and financial instruments:

7,533,245.41 -8,478,036.22

- Estimate difference - period N -2,438,978.65 -9,972,224.06

- Estimate difference - period N-1 -9,972,224.06 -1,494,187.84

Changes in the estimate difference
in financial contracts:

-170,809.41 -16,762.19

- Estimate difference - period N -23,369.73 147,439.68

- Estimate difference - period N-1 147,439.68 164,201.87

Distribution over the previous year net capital gains and losses - -

Prior period distribution - -

net income for the period before adjustment accounts 9,369,407.09 7,272,708.59

Deposit(s) paid(s) during the year
net capital gains and losses

- -

Interim payment(s) during the period - -

Other items - -

Net assets at the end of the period 2,121,150,017.82 2,121,541,453.55

31.12.2019 31.12.2018

changes net assets
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1. Financial instruments: breakdown by legal or economic type of instrument

1.1. Breakdown of the "Bonds and similar securities" item by type of instrument

traded on a regulated
or similar market

not traded on a regulated
or similar market

Indexed bonds - -

Convertible bonds - -

Fixed-rate bonds 711,851,121.64 -

Variable-rate bonds 624,872,601.14 -

Zero-coupon bonds - -

Investments - -

Other instruments - -

1.2. Breakdown of the "Debt securities" item by legal or economic type of instrument

traded on a regulated
or similar market

not traded on a regulated
or similar market

Treasury Bonds 90,092,500.00 -

Short-term debt securities
(NEU CP) issued by non-financial
issuers

45,000,695.56 -

Short-term debt securities
(NEU CP) issued by bank issuers

- -

Titres de créances à moyen terme
NEU MTN

- -

Other instruments - 162,112,289.98

1.3. Breakdown of the "Disposals of financial instruments" item by type of instrument

Disposals of repurchase 
agreements

Disposals of
borrowed securities

Disposals of acquired
repurchase agreements

repurchase
agreements

Equities - - - -

Bonds - - - -

Debt securities - - - -

Other instruments - - - -

Additional information
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1.4. Breakdown of the off-balance sheet sections by market type (in particular rates, securities)

rates equities Foreign exchange Other

hedging
Commitments on regulated 
or similar markets

- - - -

OTC commitments - - - -

Other commitments - - - -

Other transactions
Commitments on regulated
or similar markets

- - - 60,000,000.00

OTC commitments - - - -

Other commitments - - - -

2. Breakdown by rate type for asset, liability and off-balance sheets items
Fixed rate variable rates rollover rate Other

Assets
Deposits

- - - -

Bonds and similar securities 711,851,121.64 - 624,872,601.14 -

Debt securities 297,205,485.54 - - -

Temporary purchases and sales
of financial securities

- - - -

Financial accounts - 300,173,430.70 - -

Liabilities
Temporary purchases and sales
of financial securitiess

- - - -

Financial accounts - - - 2,571.56

Off-balance sheet
Hedging

- - - -

Other transactions - - - -

3. Breakdown by residual maturity for asset, liability and off-balance sheets items
0 - 3 months 3 months - 1 year 1 - 3 years 3 - 5 years > 5 years

Assets
Deposits

- - - - -

Bonds and similar securities 275,454,675.76 394,064,197.75 586,582,665.38 80,622,183.89 -

Debt securities 207,046,522.39 90,158,963.15 - - -

Temporary purchases and sales
of financial securities

- - - - -

Financial accounts 300,173,430.70 - - - -

Liabilities
Temporary purchases and sales
of financial securities

- - - - -

Financial accounts 2,571.56 - - - -

Off-balance sheet
Hedging

- - - - -

Other transactions - - - - -
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5. Receivables and debts: breakdown by type
Details on elements comprising the “other receivables” and “other debts” items, particulary the breakdown of foreign exchange forward
contracts by type of operation (purchase/sale).

Receivables
Foreign exchange forward contracts:

148,596.68

Foreign exchange forward contracts: -

Total amount traded for forward currency sales -

Other Receivables:

Guarantee deposits (paid) 123,703.68

Coupons to receive 24,893.00

- -

- -

- -

Other transactions -

debts
Foreign exchange forward contracts:

717,907.97

Forward currency sales -

Total amount traded for forward currency purchases -

Other Debts:

Provisioned expenses 470,444.25

Security deposits (paid) 160,000.00

Other receivables 87,463.72

- -

- -

Other transactions -

4. Breakdown by listing currency or evaluation for asset, liability and off-balance sheets items
This breakdown is provided for the main listing and evaluation currencies, except for the currency in which the books are kept.

By main currency - - - Other currencies

Assets
Dépôts

- - - -

Equities and similar securities - - - -

Bonds and similar securities - - - -

Debt securities - - - -

Collective investment undertakings - - - -

Collective investment 
undertakings

- - - -

Receivables - - - -

Financial accounts - - - -

Other assets - - - -

Liabilities
Disposal operations on financial
instruments

- - - -

Temporary purchases and sales of
financial securities

- - - -

Debts - - - -

Financial accounts - - - -

Off-balance sheet
Hedging

- - - -

Other transactions - - - -
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6. Equity
subscriptions Redemptions

Number of units issued / redeemed
during the period

Number of units Amount Number of units Amount

RC Unit / FR0011387299 76,684.581 76,053,985.29 45,358.293 44,994,207.25

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 - - - -

I Unit / FR0010914572 150,088.001 1,579,762,938.75 198,069.248 2,084,185,780.54

MC Unit / FR0013285038 174,949.937 17,385,215.93 294,248.391 29,240,150.93

WC Unit / FR0013309218 129,655.517 1,291,148,917.50 81,179.86 808,167,916.53

Subscription/redemption fee by unit
class: Montant Montant
RC Unit / FR0011387299 1,559.40 -

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 - -

I Unit / FR0010914572 - -

MC Unit / FR0013285038 - -

WC Unit / FR0013309218 - -

Retrocessions by share class: Montant Montant

RC Unit / FR0011387299 1,559.40 -

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 - -

I Unit / FR0010914572 - -

MC Unit / FR0013285038 - -

WC Unit / FR0013309218 - -

Commissions to the UCI by unit
class: Montant Montant
RC Unit / FR0011387299 - -

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 - -

I Unit / FR0010914572 - -

MC Unit / FR0013285038 - -

WC Unit / FR0013309218 - -
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7. Management fees

Operating and management fees (fixed charges) as a % of the average net assets %

Unit class:

RC Unit / FR0011387299 0.32

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 0.30

I Unit / FR0010914572 0.20

MC Unit / FR0013285038 0.22

WC Unit / FR0013309218 0.14

Outperformance fee (variable charges): amount of fees for the period Amount

Unit class:

RC Unit / FR0011387299 -

RC2 Unit / FR0013358579 -

I Unit / FR0010914572 -

MC Unit / FR0013285038 -

WC Unit / FR0013309218

Retrocession of management fees:

- Amount of fees retroceded to the UCIT -

- Breakdown by "target" UCIT:

- UCIT 1 -

- UCIT 2 -

- UCIT 3 -

- UCIT 4 -
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8. commitments received and granted
8.1. Description of the guarantees received by the UCIT with mention of capital guarantees ..........................................................None

8.2. Description of other commitments received and/or granted..................................................................................................................None

9. Other information

9.1. Current value of financial instruments pertaining to a temporary acquisition:

- Financial instruments as repurchase agreements (delivered) -

- Other temporary purchases and sales -

9.2. Current value of financial instruments comprising guarantee deposits: 
Financial instruments received as a guarantee and not written to the balance sheet:

- equities -

- bonds -

- debt securities -

- other financial instruments -

Financial instruments granted as a guarantee and maintained in their original item:

- equities -

- bonds -

- debt securities -

- other financial instruments -

9.3. Financial instruments held as a portfolio issued by the entities related to the management company (funds) or
financial managers (Mutual Funds) and UCITS managed by these entities:

- UCITS -

- other financial instruments -
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10. Income allocation table (In the accounting currency of the UCIT)

Interim payments in terms of the period 

Date
Unit 
Class

Total
amount

Unit 
amount

Total
tax credit

Unit tax 
credit

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -
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Income allocation eUr eUr

Amounts still to be allocated

retained earnings - -

Income 9,380,250.50 5,692,710.99

Total 9,380,250.50 5,692,710.99

31.12.2019 31.12.2018

rC Unit / Fr0011387299 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

retained earnings for the period - -

Capitalisation 537,237.71 87,615.62

Total 537,237.71 87,615.62

Information concerning the units conferring distribution
rights

number of units - -

Distribution per unit - -

Tax credits - -

rC2 Unit / Fr0013358579 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

retained earnings for the period - -

Capitalisation 2.93 0.31

Total 2.93 0.31

Information concerning the units conferring distribution
rights

number of units - -

Distribution per unit - -

Tax credits - -
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I Unit / Fr0010914572 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

retained earnings for the period - -

Capitalisation 2,628,575.09 3,023,099.20

Total 2,628,575.09 3,023,099.20

Information concerning the units conferring distribution
rights

number of units - -

Distribution per unit - -

Tax credits - -

MC Unit / Fr0013285038 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

retained earnings for the period - -

Capitalisation 220,942.54 158,841.80

Total 220,942.54 158,841.80

Information concerning the units conferring distribution
rights

number of units - -

Distribution per unit - -

Tax credits - -

WC Unit / Fr0013309218 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

retained earnings for the period - -

Capitalisation 5,993,492.23 2,423,154.06

Total 5,993,492.23 2,423,154.06

Information concerning the units conferring distribution
rights

number of units - -

Distribution per unit - -

Tax credits - -
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11. Allocation table of amounts available for distribution relating to net capital gains and losses
((in the accounting currency of the UCITS)

Payments on net capital gains and losses for the financial year

Date Total 
amount

Unit 
amount

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -
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Allocation of net capital gains and losses eUr eUr

Amounts remaining to be allocated

Previous undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

net capital gains and losses for the financial year -14,347,421.17 -13,752,746.25

Payments on net capital gains and losses for the financial year - -

Total -14,347,421.17 -13,752,746.25

31.12.2019 31.12.2018

rC Unit / Fr0011387299 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

Undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

Capitalisation -1,221,938.82 -1,011,483.98

Total -1,221,938.82 -1,011,483.98

Information concerning units conferring distribution rights

number of units - -

Unit distribution - -

rC2 Unit / Fr0013358579 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

Undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

Capitalisation -6.99 -1.29

Total -6.99 -1.29

Information concerning units conferring distribution rights

number of units - -

Unit distribution - -
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I Unit / Fr0010914572 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

Undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

Capitalisation -4,259,528.49 -7,641,228.00

Total -4,259,528.49 -7,641,228.00

Information concerning units conferring distribution rights

number of units - -

Unit distribution - -

MC Unit / Fr0013285038 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

Undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

Capitalisation -376,034.30 -456,627.39

Total -376,034.30 -456,627.39

Information concerning units conferring distribution rights

number of units - -

Unit distribution - -

WC Unit / Fr0013309218 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Currency eUr eUr

Allocation

Distribution - -

Undistributed net capital gains and losses - -

Capitalisation -8,489,912.57 -4,643,405.59

Total -8,489,912.57 -4,643,405.59

Information concerning units conferring distribution rights

number of units - -

Unit distribution - -
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Rc Unit / FR0011387299 UnIt currency: EUR

31.12.2019 31.12.2018 29.12.2017 30.12.2016 31.12.2015

Number of 
outstanding units

182,203.527 150,877.239 90,331.137 22,078.522 15,598.195

Valeur liquidative 990.78 990.91 1,000.44 1,002.98 1,003.69

Unit distribution net 
capital gains and
losses (including 
interim payments)

- - - - -

Unit distribution 
(including interim 
payments)

- - - - -

Unit tax credit
transferred to unit 

holders (individuals) (1)
- - - - -

Unit capitalisation (2) -3.75 -6.12 -5.64 -0.11 1.90

(1) In application of the Tax Instruction of 4 March 1993 of the General Tax Directorate, the unitary tax credit is determined on the day the dividend
is clipped by dividing the total amount of the tax credits amongst the outstanding units on that date.

(2) The unit capitalization is the sum of earnings and higher net capital losses and the number of units outstanding. This calculation method has
been applied since 1 January 2013.

Rc2 Unit / FR0013358579 UnIt currency: EUR

31.12.2019 31.12.2018 29.12.2017 30.12.2016 31.12.2015

Number of 
outstanding units

1 1 - - -

Valeur liquidative 996.75 996.72 - - -

Unit distribution net 
capital gains and
losses (including 
interim payments)

- - - - -

Unit distribution 
(including interim 
payments)

- - - - -

Unit tax credit
transferred to unit 

holders (individuals) (1)
- - - - -

Unit capitalisation (2) -4.06 -0.98 - - -

(1) In application of the Tax Instruction of 4 March 1993 of the General Tax Directorate, the unitary tax credit is determined on the day the dividend
is clipped by dividing the total amount of the tax credits amongst the outstanding units on that date.

(2) The unit capitalization is the sum of earnings and higher net capital losses and the number of units outstanding. This calculation method has
been applied since 1 January 2013.

12. Table of results and other characteristic elements of the Fund over the last 5 periods
UCIT creation date:  10 juin 2003.

Currency
EUR 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 29.12.2017 30.12.2016 31.12.2015

Net assets 2,121,150,017.82 2,121,541,453.55 2,735,485,851.90 1,820,301,856.61 1,262,206,195.04
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Mc Unit / FR0013285038 UnIt currency: EUR

31.12.2019 31.12.2018 29.12.2017 30.12.2016 31.12.2015

Number of 
outstanding units

559,844.465 679,142.919 10 - -

Valeur liquidative 99.28 99.19 99.97 - -

Unit distribution net 
capital gains and
losses (including 
interim payments)

- - - - -

Unit distribution 
(including interim 
payments)

- - - - -

Unit tax credit
transferred to unit 

holders (individuals) (1)
- - - - -

Unit capitalisation (2) -0.27 -0.43 - - -

(1) In application of the Tax Instruction of 4 March 1993 of the General Tax Directorate, the unitary tax credit is determined on the day the dividend
is clipped by dividing the total amount of the tax credits amongst the outstanding units on that date.

(2) The unit capitalization is the sum of earnings and higher net capital losses and the number of units outstanding. This calculation method has
been applied since 1 January 2013.

I Unit / FR0010914572 UnIt currency: EUR

31.12.2019 31.12.2018 29.12.2017 30.12.2016 31.12.2015

Number of 
outstanding units

59,883.688 107,864.935 249,965.578 169,903.04 117,981.944

Valeur liquidative 10,514.71 10,503.47 10,581.91 10,583.43 10,565.55

Unit distribution net 
capital gains and
losses (including 
interim payments)

- - - - -

Unit distribution 
(including interim 
payments)

- - - - -

Unit tax credit
transferred to unit 

holders (individuals) (1)
- - - - -

Unit capitalisation (2) -27.24 -42.81 -34.35 24.06 45.37

(1) In application of the Tax Instruction of 4 March 1993 of the General Tax Directorate, the unitary tax credit is determined on the day the dividend
is clipped by dividing the total amount of the tax credits amongst the outstanding units on that date.

(2) The unit capitalization is the sum of earnings and higher net capital losses and the number of units outstanding. This calculation method has
been applied since 1 January 2013.
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31.12.2019 30.12.2018 28.12.2017 29.12.2016 30.12.2015

Number of 
outstanding units

126,156.091 77,680.434 - - -

Valeur liquidative 9,951.03 9,934.43 - - -

Unit distribution net 
capital gains and
losses (including 
interim payments)

- - - - -

Unit distribution 
(including interim 
payments)

- - - - -

Unit tax credit
transferred to unit 

holders (individuals) (1)
- - - - -

Unit capitalisation (2) -19.78 -28.58 - - -

(1) In application of the Tax Instruction of 4 March 1993 of the General Tax Directorate, the unitary tax credit is determined on the day the dividend
is clipped by dividing the total amount of the tax credits amongst the outstanding units on that date.

(2) The unit capitalization is the sum of earnings and higher net capital losses and the number of units outstanding. This calculation method has
been applied since 1 January 2013.
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at 31.12.2019Inventory

% tnA
Quotation

Ccy
Market

value
nominal

Holding
status

Asset DescriptionAsset Code

0.39eUr8,303,226.938,250,000.00PrOPre

0.19eUr4,095,185.144,000,000.00PrOPre

0.59eUr12,444,020.0012,400,000.00PrOPre

0.86eUr18,288,045.5318,200,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,037,734.4420,000,000.00PrOPre

0.47eUr10,022,388.0410,000,000.00PrOPre

0.61eUr12,998,080.6913,000,000.00PrOPre

0.87eUr18,492,517.0218,300,000.00PrOPre

0.66eUr14,082,440.1714,000,000.00PrOPre

0.41eUr8,637,670.828,600,000.00PrOPre

0.20eUr4,158,352.574,000,000.00PrOPre

0.38eUr8,093,838.797,800,000.00PrOPre

0.38eUr8,087,970.008,000,000.00PrOPre

0.19eUr4,065,396.874,043,000.00PrOPre

1.19eUr25,327,702.7825,000,000.00PrOPre

1.18eUr24,993,473.5824,600,000.00PrOPre

0.47eUr10,012,270.5610,000,000.00PrOPre

0.11eUr2,300,042.812,300,000.00PrOPre

0.05eUr1,003,595.001,000,000.00PrOPre

0.75eUr16,000,800.0016,000,000.00PrOPre

0.24eUr5,046,085.835,000,000.00PrOPre

0.34eUr7,111,396.857,000,000.00PrOPre

0.54eUr11,433,763.0011,400,000.00PrOPre

0.83eUr17,582,364.2417,500,000.00PrOPre

0.60eUr12,632,281.4212,500,000.00PrOPre

1.01eUr21,338,683.4718,500,000.00PrOPre

securities

Bond

ABn AMrO BAnK nv 0.25% 03/12/2021Xs1917577931

ABn AMrO BAnK nv 2.125% 26/11/2020Xs0997342562

ABn AMrO BAnK vAr 03/12/2021Xs1917574755

AlD sA Frn 16/07/2021Xs1856041287

AlD sA Frn 27/11/2020Xs1723613581

BAnCA POP DI vICenzA 0.5% 03/02/2020It0005238859

BAnCO BIlBAO vIzCAYA ArG Frn 09/03/2023Xs1788584321

BAnCO sAntAnDer sA Frn 21/03/2022Xs1578916261

BAnK OF AMerICA COrP Frn 07/02/2022Xs1560862580

BAnQUe FeD CreD MUtUel 0.125%
30/08/2021Xs1871106297

BAnQUe FeD CreD MUtUel 4% 22/10/2020Xs0548803757

BArClAYs PlC 1.875% 23/03/2021Xs1385051112

BnP PArIBAs Frn 07/06/2024Xs1626933102

BnP PArIBAs Frn 22/05/2023Xs1823532996

BnP PArIBAs Frn 22/09/2022Xs1584041252

BPCe sA Frn 09/03/2022Fr0013241130

CArreFOUr BAnQUe Frn 12/09/2023Fr0013446580

CArreFOUr BAnQUe Frn 20/03/2020Xs1206712868

CArreFOUr BAnQUe Frn 20/04/2021Fr0013155868

CItIGrOUP GlOBAl MArKets vAr 27/03/2020Xs1762744685

CItIGrOUP InC Frn 24/05/2021Xs1417876759

CItIGrOUP InC 0.50% 29/01/2022Xs1939355753

COMMerzBAnK AG Frn 04/12/2020De000Cz40nl4

COMMerzBAnK AG Frn 08/03/2022De000Cz40l22

COMMerzBAnK AG 0.5% 06/12/2021De000Cz40nM2

COMMerzBAnK AG 7.75% 16/03/2021De000CB83CF0
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% tnA
Quotation

Ccy
Market

value
nominal

Holding
status

Asset DescriptionAsset Code

0.95eUr20,217,033.3320,000,000.00PrOPre

0.47eUr10,053,410.0010,000,000.00PrOPre

0.39eUr8,180,393.048,000,000.00PrOPre

0.05eUr1,017,616.991,000,000.00PrOPre

0.56eUr11,841,995.4411,750,000.00PrOPre

1.04eUr22,096,210.2822,000,000.00PrOPre

1.00eUr21,267,943.6721,000,000.00PrOPre

1.14eUr24,147,280.0024,000,000.00PrOPre

0.24eUr5,025,400.005,000,000.00PrOPre

0.67eUr14,202,353.6714,000,000.00PrOPre

3.86eUr81,824,304.3580,000,000.00PrOPre

5.40eUr114,566,801.10110,000,000.00PrOPre

4.73eUr100,266,169.40100,000,000.00PrOPre

4.02eUr85,370,730.7785,000,000.00PrOPre

0.55eUr11,561,928.8911,220,000.00PrOPre

0.34eUr7,224,489.966,843,000.00PrOPre

0.24eUr5,113,076.235,000,000.00PrOPre

0.71eUr15,023,475.0015,000,000.00PrOPre

0.30eUr6,331,005.986,300,000.00PrOPre

0.66eUr14,085,922.6714,000,000.00PrOPre

1.14eUr24,110,181.3324,000,000.00PrOPre

0.73eUr15,516,740.0015,500,000.00PrOPre

0.54eUr11,403,343.0811,394,000.00PrOPre

0.87eUr18,384,268.3117,500,000.00PrOPre

0.16eUr3,347,759.783,200,000.00PrOPre

0.83eUr17,525,557.7817,500,000.00PrOPre

0.74eUr15,714,081.7915,643,000.00PrOPre

0.04eUr846,486.52810,000.00PrOPre

0.63eUr13,445,267.5213,378,000.00PrOPre

CreDIt AGrICOle Frn 20/04/2022Xs1598861588

CreDIt AGrICOle lOnDOn Frn 06/03/2023Xs1787278008

CreDIt AGrICOle sA 4.5% 30/06/2020Fr0010905133

DAIMler AG 1.75% 21/01/2020De000A1r0tn7

FeD CAIsses DesJArDIns 0.25% 27/09/2021Xs1885605391

GOlDMAn sACHs GrOUP InC Frn 09/09/2022Xs1577427526

GOlDMAn sACHs GrOUP InC Frn 27/07/2021Xs1458408306

HsBC HOlDInGs PlC Frn 04/12/2021Xs1917614569

InG BAnK nv vAr 08/04/2022Xs1976946027

InG GrOUP Frn 20/09/2023Xs1882544205

ItAlInA rePBUlIC 4.50% 01/02/20It0003644769

ItAlY BtP 4.00% 01/09/2020It0004594930

ItAlY 0.35% 15/06/2020It0005250946

ItAlY 0.7% 01/05/2020It0005107708

JPMOrGAn CHAse & CO 1.375% 16/09/2021Xs1110449458

JPMOrGAn CHAse 2.625% 23/04/2021Xs0984367077

KBC GrOeP nv 1% 26/04/2021Be6286238561

lB BADen WUertteMBerG Frn 20/07/2020De000lB1QAn0

llOYDs BAnK COrP nKts PlC 0.25%
04/10/2022Xs2059885058

MOrGAn stAnleY Frn 08/11/2022Xs1603892065

MOrGAn stAnleY Frn 27/01/2022Xs1511787407

MOrGAn stAnleY vAr 09/11/2021Xs1706111876

MOrGAn stAnleY vAr 21/05/2021Xs1824289901

MOrGAn stAnleY 2.375% 31/03/2021Xs1050547857

nAt AUst 4.625% 10/02/2020Xs0485326085

nAtWest MArKets PlC Frn 01/03/2021Xs2082802443

nAtWest MArKets PlC Frn 18/06/2021Xs2013531228

nOrDeA 4.5% 26/03/2020Xs0497179035

PsA BAnQUe FInAnCe 0.5% 17/01/2020Xs1548539441
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% tnA
Quotation

Ccy
Market

value
nominal

Holding
status

Asset DescriptionAsset Code

4.41eUr93,578,978.8387,500,000.00PrOPre

0.57eUr12,000,663.0012,000,000.00PrOPre

0.71eUr15,154,390.2015,100,000.00PrOPre

0.43eUr9,169,735.279,038,000.00PrOPre

1.70eUr36,013,056.0036,000,000.00PrOPre

0.85eUr18,104,366.6617,700,000.00PrOPre

0.46eUr9,761,195.029,600,000.00PrOPre

0.10eUr2,209,432.882,200,000.00PrOPre

0.49eUr10,463,552.6310,200,000.00PrOPre

0.64eUr13,612,303.6913,538,000.00PrOPre

1.05eUr22,215,662.3322,000,000.00PrOPre

0.33eUr7,084,126.777,100,000.00PrOPre

0.59eUr12,597,498.6112,500,000.00PrOPre

0.67eUr14,118,575.3314,000,000.00PrOPre

0.35eUr7,331,424.117,000,000.00PrOPre

0.68eUr14,349,452.5914,279,000.00PrOPre

1.19eUr25,141,637.5025,000,000.00PrOPre

0.35eUr7,517,117.937,500,000.00PrOPre

63.021,336,723,722.78

8.83eUr187,398,405.821,550.00PrOPre

8.83187,398,405.82

71.851,524,122,128.60

0.01eUr244,225.560.00PrOPre

0.01244,225.56

-0.00eUr-87,463.720.00PrOPre

-0.00-87,463.72

rABOBAnK 6.875% 19/03/2020Xs0496281618

rCI BAnQUe sA Frn 08/07/2020Fr0013241379

rCI BAnQUe sA Frn 12/04/2021Fr0013250685

rCI BAnQUe sA 1.375% 17/11/2020Fr0013053055

rOYAl BK OF sCOtlAnD PlC vAr 02/03/2020Xs1788516083

sAntAn COnsUMer FInAnCe 1% 26/05/2021Xs1413580579

sAntAn COnsUMer FInAnCe 1.5%
12/11/2020Xs1316037545

sAntAnDer COnsUMer BAnK 0.375%
17/02/2020Xs1564331103

sAntAnDer COnsUMer BAnK 0.875%
21/01/2022Xs1936784831

sBC HOlDInGs PlC Frn 27/09/2022Xs1586214956

sOCIete GenerAle Frn 01/04/2022Xs1586146851

sOCIete GenerAle Frn 06/03/2023Fr0013321791

sOCIete GenerAle Frn 06/09/2021Fr0013444841

sOCIete GenerAle Frn 22/05/2024Xs1616341829

teleFOnICA eMIsIOnes sA 4.71% 20/01/2020Xs0842214818

UBs AG lOnDOn Frn 23/04/2021Xs1810806049

UBs GrOUP FUnDInG sWItze Frn 20/09/2022CH0359915425

venetO BAnCA sPA 0.5% 02/02/2020It0005239535

total Bond

UCIts

AllIAnz  seCUrICAsH srI IFr0010017731

total UCIts

total securities

Cash

MArGIn CAlls

Appel de marge eUr

total MArGIn CAlls

OtHers

Prov Int neg CptCash

total OtHers
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% tnA
Quotation

Ccy
Market

value
nominal

Holding
status

Asset DescriptionAsset Code

-0.00eUr-2,571.560.00PrOPre

14.15eUr300,173,430.700.00PrOPre

14.15300,170,859.14

-0.01eUr-160,000.000.00PrOPre

0.01eUr123,703.680.00PrOPre

-0.00-36,296.32

-0.00eUr-2,675.670.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-0.020.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-17,526.010.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-1,073.380.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-20,717.620.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-7,482.680.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-0.050.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-48,100.880.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-3,002.310.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-53,466.750.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-43,263.280.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-0.240.00PrOPre

-0.01eUr-114,286.580.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-10,280.210.00PrOPre

-0.01eUr-139,676.410.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-628.990.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-4,120.570.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-267.700.00PrOPre

-0.00eUr-3,874.900.00PrOPre

-0.02-470,444.25

14.13299,820,880.41

CUrrent ACCOUnts + sUsPense ACCOUnts

Banque eUr Crs

Banque eUr sGP

total CUrrent ACCOUnts + sUsPense ACCOUnts

seCUrItY DePOsIt

Collatéral esp versé

Deposit OtC eUr

total seCUrItY DePOsIt

MAnAGeMent Fees

PrComGestAdm

PrComGestAdm

PrComGestAdm

PrComGestAdm

PrComGestAdm

PrComGestDep

PrComGestDep

PrComGestDep

PrComGestDep

PrComGestDep

PrComGestFin

PrComGestFin

PrComGestFin

PrComGestFin

PrComGestFin

PrHonoCAC

PrHonoCAC

PrHonoCAC

PrHonoCAC

total MAnAGeMent Fees

total Cash
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% tnA
Quotation

Ccy
Market

value
nominal

Holding
status

Asset DescriptionAsset Code

0.00eUr88,342.3320,000,000.00vPrOt

0.00eUr44,171.1710,000,000.00vPrOt

-0.01eUr-244,225.56-10,000,000.00APrOt

0.00eUr88,342.3320,000,000.00vPrOt

-0.00-23,369.73

-0.00-23,369.73

0.47eUr10,014,700.0010,000,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,031,600.0020,000,000.00PrOPre

1.42eUr30,019,200.0030,000,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,017,000.0020,000,000.00PrOPre

0.75eUr16,000,860.5016,000,000.00PrOPre

0.28eUr6,000,492.046,000,000.00PrOPre

0.24eUr5,000,188.345,000,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,000,310.0020,000,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,000,197.2220,000,000.00PrOPre

1.41eUr30,001,925.1330,000,000.00PrOPre

0.47eUr10,010,000.0010,000,000.00PrOPre

2.36eUr50,102,663.1550,000,000.00PrOPre

1.89eUr40,005,645.2440,000,000.00PrOPre

0.94eUr20,000,703.9220,000,000.00PrOPre

14.01297,205,485.54

14.01297,205,485.54

0.00eUr24,893.00220.00ACHlIG

0.0024,893.00

0.0024,893.00

100.002,121,150,017.82

Credit derivatives

CDs

COsPA05B4I#s_2020062CDs-00048423

COsP9U2F9D#s_2020062CDs-00044817

233626461#l_20241220CDs-00047884

68145684#s_20200620CDs-00044318

total CDs

total Credit derivatives

negotiable creations

Withholding interest

BOt 0% 14/09/2020It0005383523

BOt 0% 14/10/2020It0005387078

BOt 0% 28/02/2020It0005381832

BOt 0% 31/03/2020It0005383531

CArnIvAl PlC zCP 14/01/2020Xs2091207634

CArnIvAl PlC zCP 21/01/2020Xs2091207717

CArreFOUr BAnQUe zCP 06/01/2020Fr0125924458

DeCAtHlOn sA zCP 06/01/2020Fr0125978702

DeCAtHlOn zCP 03/01/2020Fr0125915753

essItY AB zCP 09/01/2020Be6317852489

ItAlY 0% 29/05/2020It0005389587

nOMUrA BAnK InternAtIOnAl PlC zCP
05/06/2020Xs2091575436

snAM sPA zCP 12/02/2020Xs2079707787

teleFOnICA eUrOPe B zCP 10/01/2020Xs2065929668

total Withholding interest

total negotiable creations

Coupons

Bond

sOCIete Gener Frn 22Xs1586146851

total Bond

total Coupons

Total ALLIANZ EURO OBLIG COURT TERME ISR
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